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Abstract

Japan’s electrical machinery firms are typical high technology firms and have been playing a leading role in Japan’s
economic development. This is primarily due to the large amount of R&D investment motivated by technoprenuership leading
to high level of technology stock. However, such a high level of technology stock has dichotomized the firms resulting in the
converging trend over the last two decades.

This converging trend can be attributed to the contrasting performance between gigantic and follower firms. While chal-
lenges to new functionality development in the gigantic firms were impeded by organizational inertia, the follower firms could
overcome such impediments so as to lead to active development of new functionalities. Furthermore, higher functionality devel-
opment of the follower firms guarantees them successfully securing their R&D funds by shifting from their operating income
to market place; lower functionality development of the gigantic firms with strong organizational inertia impedes such a shift.

In order to demonstrate the foregoing hypothetical view and also to elucidate the structural sources compelling the firms
to such contrasting performance, an empirical analysis is attempted taking Japan’s leading electrical machinery firms by
classifying into gigantic and follower groups. By means of a comparative analysis of development trajectories of these firms
utilizing bi-logistic growth model, the sources of such convergence are identified leading to implications supportive to survival
strategies of high technology firms amidst megacompetition.
� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Under increasing global megacompetition, Japan’s elec-
trical machinery firms have expanded their investments in
R&D not only to secure the predominated technological po-
sition but also to challenge new technological opportunities.
These increased R&D investments have enabled the firms to
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maintain sustainable growth by increasing their technology
stock1 despite the rapid obsolescence of technology. How-
ever, looking at the behavior of each respective leading firm

1 Here technology stock implies technological knowledge stock
generated by R&D investment and, in line with the previous ap-
proach[1,2], this stock can be measured by the following equation:

Tt = Rt−m + (1 − �)Tt−1,

whereTt is the technology stock at timet , Rt is the R&D invest-
ment at timet , m is the lead time between R&D and commercial-
ization, and� is the rate of obsolescence of technology.
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Fig. 1. Trend in the variance and the entropy of relative technology stock in 24 Japan’s leading electrical machinery industry. The relative
technology stock is the share of a firm’s technology stock in the total technology stock of the industry.

carefully, we note that the growth rates of R&D investment
of gigantic and follower firms differ significantly. Contrary
to the remarkable growth rate of the R&D investment in the
follower firms, that of the gigantic firms has been relatively
low over the last two decades. These contrasting trends re-
sulted in the convergence with respect to the technological
level of the electrical machinery firms.Fig. 1 illustrates the
trend in the variance of the relative technology stock of 24
Japan’s leading electrical machinery firms.2

Looking at Fig. 1, we note that the variance of the rel-
ative technology stock has continued to decline during the
period examined.Fig. 1 also illustrates that the trend in the
entropy3 of the same stock has increased. These trends, both
of variance and entropy, imply that the technology stock of
the 24 Japan’s leading electrical machinery firms has con-
verged over the last two decades.

In addition, trends in technology stock of the 24 firms
illustrated in Fig. 2 demonstrate that there are distinctive
technology gap among firms in Japan’s electrical machinery
industry.

Based on the foregoing observation of the converging
trend,4 it is postulated that this converging trend of the tech-
nology stock in Japan’s leading electrical machinery firms
can be attributed to the contrasting performance between

2 (1) Matsushita, (2) NEC, (3) Hitachi, (4) Toshiba, (5) Fujitsu,
(6) Melco (Mitsubishi Electric Corporation), (7) Sony, (8) Canon,
(9) Sharp, (10) Sanyo, (11) Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd. (MEW),
(12) Victor, (13) Fuji Electric, (14) Kyosera, (15) Oki, (16) Pioneer,
(17) Alps, (18) Casio, (19) Rohm, (20) Aiwa, (21) Yokogawa,
(22) Japan Radio Co., Ltd. (JRC), (23) Meiden, and (24) Kokusai
Electric.

3 Entropy of technology stock(H) is computed by the follow-
ing equation postulated by Jaquemin and Berry[3]: H = 1− ln a,
wherea is the coefficient representing technological structure.

4 From the observation ofFigs. 1and2, variance of technology
stock is decreasing and its entropy is increasing over time, it can be
realized that technology stock of Japan’s electric machinery firms
decrease their dispersion during their development. The process of
this technology stock in Japan’s leading electric machinery firms’
decreasing dispersion is identified as converging trend.

gigantic and follower firms.5 While challenges to new func-
tionality development in the gigantic firms were impeded
by organizational inertia, the follower firms could overcome
such impediments so as to lead to active development of
new functionalities.

In case of high technology firms like electrical machin-
ery, their sales are primarily governed by their technology
stock[4]. Assuming that the sales of a technology intensive
firm is a function of technology stock that has been accu-
mulated by its R&D activities, it approaches its maximal
level, so-called carrying capacity, without new functionality
development6 as the technology stock increases. In other
words, the stagnation of sales growth can be regarded as
an inevitable conclusion of the firm locked in the single
development trajectory.7 Therefore, it is difficult for such
firms to maintain high level of R&D investment. Further-
more, it is quite difficult for the gigantic firms which once

5 Since sales, R&D investment and R&D intensity in Japan’s
electric machinery industry has been closely interacting and the
sales take the governing role in this interaction, separation of the
leading eight firms (nos. 1–8 as identified in Section 3.1) between
gigantic groups and follower groups is identified by average sales
volume over the period 1991–1998. Leading eight firms can be
classified into the top four (nos. 1–4) and the following four firms
(nos. 5–8) as identified by the Chow test on pp. 13–14. The former
four firms consisting of Matsushita, NEC, Hitachi and Toshiba are
identified as “gigantic groups,” and the latter four firms consisting
of Fujitsu, Melco, Sony and Canon are identified as “follower
groups.”

6 The functionality development is generally defined as the
ability to dramatically improve the performance of production pro-
cesses, goods and services by means of innovation. In the process
of diffusion of hi-technology products, the ratio of carrying capac-
ity to the level of diffusion represents the extent of functionality
development[4,5].

7 Technological development trajectory namely directions of
technological development that are cumulative and self-generating
without repeated reference to the economic environment external to
the firm[6]. Here development trajectory implies the path of Japan’s
leading electric machinery firms’ technological development.
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